Laboratories perform quality control to help in providing reliable results for appropriate patient care. But clinical laboratories know that selection of the right QC frequency and the right QC rules has always been challenging, and questions often arise.

- How often should controls be run for specific assays—is there an optimal frequency?
- How can QC be managed to minimize the risk of releasing incorrect patient results?

Introducing Bio-Rad Mission: Control™—the FIRST objective risk management solution for quality control in laboratories. With a direct focus on patient safety, you can now assess the risk of reporting incorrect patient results in your laboratory.

Bio-Rad Mission: Control™ allows you to:
- Determine your laboratory’s Risk Management Index (RMI)
- Evaluate your test method performance based on your QC results
- Know your current risk of reporting incorrect patient results
- Assess how much you can lower your risk, based on your instrument performance
- Confidently select rules and frequency that fit your institution’s risk tolerance

Minimize your risk of reporting unreliable patient results

A patient risk approach to Quality Control is a progressive step toward improving quality assurance and patient care. Bio-Rad can help you understand what this means for your laboratory and how to take steps to implement an effective approach for Quality Control within your analytical test phase.
QC Consulting

Bio-Rad is offering a new program designed to assist you in using Bio-Rad Mission: Control™ to its full potential. With this service, a dedicated QC specialist will work with you to select assays to evaluate under a variety of conditions and determine the optimal QC rules and frequency for your laboratory.

- Gain expert insight into risk-based quality control using objective evaluations for the analytical phase of laboratory testing.
- Leverage expert insight to help you design appropriate QC plans to minimize risk and improve operational efficiency.
- Learn how to utilize Bio-Rad Mission: Control™ to include an analytical assessment in your IQCP plan.

To get started, contact your Bio-Rad sales representative, or visit www.qcnet.com/missioncontrol

Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bio-Rad Mission: Control™</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11000002</td>
<td>Annual Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11000005</td>
<td>Subscription and Service Bundle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EQAS®
An independent, external snapshot of performance in comparison to your peers.

Independent QC
Ongoing, proactive, unbiased daily QC that identifies errors as they occur or begin to trend.

Unity™
QC Data Management tools that help you create a strategy to reduce risk and streamline QC workflow.

Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.

For further information, please contact the Bio-Rad office nearest you or visit our website at www.bio-rad.com/qc-datamangement
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